Why is fast fashion such a
problem?
In the last two decades something has
changed in the fashion industry. In
the last two decades something has
changed. Clothes have become cheaper,
trend cycles have sped up and shopping
has become a monthly if not weekly
event for many of us. Fast Fashion,
large global chains dominate the
shopping malls and online world. But
how does it impact people and the
planet?
Fashion—a $2.5 trillion is the second
most polluting industry on Earth, right
behind oil. The pressure to reduce
costs and speed up production time
means that environmental corners are
cut so that there is more profit. Fast
Fashion’s negative impact includes the
use of cheap, toxic textile dyes – with
the fashion industry the second largest
polluter of clean water globally after
agriculture.
The speed at which garments are
produced also means that more and more
clothes are disposed of by consumers,
creating a huge amount of textile
waste. In Canada, the average person
throws out 81 pounds of textiles
annually, while North Americans send
9.5 million tons of clothing to the
landfill every year — most of which
could be reused.
On April 24, 2013 the world got a
reality check when the Rana Plaza
clothing manufacturing complex in
Bangladesh collapsed, killing over
1,000 workers and injuring over 2,500.
There are approximately 40 million
garment workers is too big to ignore.

What are the impacts of throwing
away clothes?
Although some clothing is recycled or
donated to charities, most waste ends
up in landfills. They then release
greenhouse gases and release dyes and
toxins into the surrounding soil and
water.
It also costs money; a fashion based
city such as New York spends $20.6
just to get rid of textile waste.

What is fast fashion?
Fast fashion is a business model that
uses cheap materials and labor to
churn out clothing collections at a
rapid pace and can be summed up as
cheap, trendy clothing, that samples
ideas from fashion shows and/or
celebrity culture and turns them into
garments available online and in
stores almost overnight. Rather than
being just a category, fast fashion is
a model of mass-producing cheaply
made, ‘of-the-moment’ items that are
sold at a lower price point. It also
reflects the growing consumer desire
for speed and value within retail. It
means that, instead of waiting for new
seasonal collections (i.e. spring /
summer), consumers can get their hands
on a continuous cycle of trend-led
clothing, all year round
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Why do people waste clothes?
When clothes are so freely and cheaply
available, there is less motivation
for people to make do and mend.
Therefore, if their clothing gets
ripped, instead of mending it they
will just buy the same item of
clothing again.
Another reason is there is lots of
impulse buying which means people buy
a lot more clothes now that they don’t
need and might not even wear which
means a lot more clothing goes to
waste. Over 60% of households have
unwanted clothes.
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